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About This Game

Meet Fred, a good and honest guy. Fred only ever wanted to get to the finish without falling down. But there is one problem - he
is VERY clumsy when it comes to running fast, even the slightest obstacle can make him trip and fall down. Poor guy! Will you

help Fred out?

Clumsy Fred is a ragdoll physics based simulation 3D game where you step in the shoes of Fred and follow him on his strange
endeavours to learn how to run without falling, while overcoming different challenges and obstacles.

You have a time limit to get to the finish. Be careful of the obstacles, because collision drains your health and, more
importantly, costs you time if you fall. If you do not make it in time you have to restart the level.

Go trough each checkpoint, avoiding obstacles, until you reach the finish within the time limit. Upon reaching the finish line
you will unlock a new level of the game.

Features:

- Ragdoll physics
- Unique 3D models
- Cool animations

- Many obstacles and challenges
- Funny sound effects

- Intuitive controls
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- VERY fun to play

Music by: dl-sounds.com
Car physics and model made with: Edy's Vehicle Physics

Road made with: EasyRoads3D Pro
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This game will never be too old to be played, it's worth its price and the multiplayer is still populated. The only bad note is that
players will always try to "cheat" avoiding rules, cornercamping ecc... so play with your friends, others can't be trusted.. The
Story begins with the sudden attack of orcs, in which the heroines (Tyrna) Father is killed. After that she meets our hero, the
half-elf Warden Gavin and his Horse. So now it's on the player to decide which way to go. The Art is breathtaking, especially
the backgrounds, and the Music fits the situation as well as the whole story. I also had no Problems with the Characters (if you
ignore a few Endings) - I liked Gavin and I really loved Stormseeker, his horse. Tyrna was also a good Character, altough not as
well characterized as the other characters. But that's understandable, since she's the Player's Persona. I was also a bit suprised
about the sudden romantic feeling Tyrna felt just after a few seconds together with Gavin (altough I can't fault her XD) and that
after she told her father that she wouldn't fall in Love. But that's because the VN is a bit short - not as a whole, because there are
33 Moments, when the player can choose what to do, as well as 22 Endings - if it's one playtrough. The Romance feels a bit
rushed. But it's still a good Visual Novel in that price range.
. This was a blast. Joymasher just earned a new fan.

The devs really nailed the difficulty level - it's sufficiently challenging to keep you engaged, but at the same time it's very "fair"
- if you're attentive to enemy attack patterns and adjust accordingly, you won't have to repeat the same sections too many times.

The boss rush, hardcore mode and speedrun achievements are well thought out and fun to do, enhancing replayability.. This Is A
Really Fun DLC Just I Wish They Had Villians. But Still It Is Free To Play, So I Recommend It.. I love this game! I am a big
fan of puzzle games such a Lumines and Tetris and this is a great addition to the puzzle game genre. The addition of VR adds a
physical challenge to this puzzle game, and makes the whole experience seem more thrilling.

The game is simple in premise, but the best puzzle games are. It has a very high skill ceiling and I love the seamless integration
of leaderboards for local or online rankings.. Let me begin with the positives, as that won't take long. The clothing damage that
displays on your character's paperdoll is a nice touch. Also, it was a nice nod to RPG tradition that many cabinets and dressers
have items you can take.

The game itself feels like a slog right from the beginning. It reminded me of the old scool RPGs that weren't fun, where even
the first battles would take a long time, and you had to grind just to have any chance of keeping up, Couple this with art that's
not impressive, as well as text formatting errors that render what's already a poor translation literally unreadable in many panels,
and there's not much to enjoy about this game. Additionally, the H material being shoved in (not just a figure of speech) right at
the outset both takes away the element of player choice and makes the idea of the main character being a chosen one heroine
seem completely absurd. I'm fine with ryona elements, but I prefer when they result from what the player does, instead of being
lazily forced in no matter what.

Edited after update: The issue with text going outside the text box has been mostly taken care of. Although the update caused a
new problem for some users where all text appeared as squares. (To solve this issue, select the third option from the title menu,
then the first option.) I still would suggest many other games before this one.
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A Collection of Bad Puzzle Games. VR is special because it allows us to be immersed in games. Creed nails immersion in terms
of presentation. Yet it fails where it's truly important, which is gameplay. The incredibly stupid stamina system that they
decided to go with makes this more of a quick-time arcade game, then an actual immersive boxing experience that it could be.
Somehow, I apparently I have more stamina than my character Creed does. How does this make sense? This is VR, stamina
should be based on my actual stamina.

This amounts to boxing matches basically being reduced to quick-time jabbing and blocking events. Yawn. I'm not even sure if
uppercuts work, because when I throw them, it turns into a body blow. Hooks, while you can throw them, seem pointless.

If you want a real, immersive boxing experience, buy Thrill of the Fight instead. It's cheaper and way more satisfying.. Can't
spell "niche" without "nice". It's a little odd and takes some getting used to, for sure. But considering I could use it, a brand new
controller I haven't used prior, to beat Sekiro despite my tendency to instinctive panicked key inputs, I'd say it's pretty solid. I
can't guarantee every kind of person will appreciate it, but I'd say it's worth a shot.. New to VR and still not understand the high
cost of unfinished games. I get they need funded to become somewhat better but when the game is released as what feels to be a
demo, I lose interest. Maybe when more content is added I'll consider playing again but as of now, keep working on it. Great
concept and idea just a lack of everything from gameplay to content. Not many bugs but my AK-47 disappeared through the
map twice already which sucked cause I had a pile of mags and no gun.

$20.00 is not even worth it. Maybe $5 would suffice.. As someone who has been enjoying RTS games since age 7 in 2000, i
must say this is one of the most underrated RTS games of all time IMO. Give it a try.. NICE GAME !
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